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Natural language processing (NLP) has been used since the 1980s to construct tools for performing natural
language (NL) requirements engineering (RE) tasks. While these NL RE tasks are not inherently difficult for
humans, on the scale of the collection of NL artifacts for the development of a typical large-scale computer-based
system (CBS), these tasks become unmanageable, i.e., hairy.
Because these hairy tasks are difficult for humans to do thoroughly, we try to build tools to assist humans in
doing these tasks. The RE field has often adopted information retrieval (IR) algorithms for use in implementing
these NL RE tools. Traditionally, also the methods for evaluating an NL RE tool have been inherited from
the IR field without considering whether they make sense from the viewpoint of the requirements for NLP RE
tools for hairy tasks. That is, despite that the main goal of an NLP RE tool is to assist a human to do a hairy
task, which is hard for a human to do completely, many RE tool builders consider precision to be at least as
important, if not more important, than recall.
This talk briefly surveys requirements for NLP tools for hairy NL RE tasks and what they imply about
evaluation of the tools. It then describes the data that must be gathered during the evaluation of the tool and
how to use them to do the evaluation. The talk walks through several example tools and typical data for them
and justifies various different conclusions about these tools on the bases of these data.
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